
MONEY 

“We have picked up our fossils and minerals because they have been lying around.  

We have done so more or less judiciously.  They have been sources of wealth, power and 

injustice.  They have received no valuation beyond cost of extraction and competitive 

bidding for degrees of scarcity.”  This is where I began. 

Richard Douthwaite explains better and with more authority than I can:  

“Money has no value unless it can be exchanged for goods and services but these cannot be 

supplied without the use of some form of energy.  Consequently, if less energy is available in 

future, the existing stock of money can either loose its value gradually through inflation or, if 

inflation is resisted, be drastically reduced by the collapse of the banking system that created 

it.  Many over-indebted countries face this choice at present – they cannot preserve both their 

banking systems and their currency’s value.  To prevent this conflict in future, money needs to 

be issued in new, non-debt ways. 

The crux of our present economic problems is that the relationship between energy and 

money has broken down.  In the past, supplies of money and energy were closely linked.  For 

example, I believe that a gold currency was essentially an energy currency because the 

amount of gold produced in a year was determined by the cost of the energy it took to 

extract it. (Perhaps in the form of slaves or horses rather than fossil fuels)” (The Supply of 

Money in an Energy-Scarce World, from Feeing Vesuvius, Feasta, 2010) 

I notice in the same book that the energy value of a litre of petrol is given as three weeks of 

hard manual labour, whereas I have presented the same equation as a litre to two weeks.  

Both seem equally dramatic and graphic.  I’ll accept either, though my bones will be grateful 

for the last. 

Anyway, debt money is lent into circulation using deposits which remain at the command of 

the depositor.  The same money has two owners, while the bank has ownership of the 

interest paid for the transaction.  Since only a (predictably) small proportion of depositors dip 

significantly into their deposits, the banker feels safe in nearly doubling the money in 

circulation.  While debt money is spent into services (by building a house for instance) many 

people: plumbers, electricians, plasterers, brick layers and so on also benefit. 

The truth is that the extra-ordinary economic growth of recent years is founded on the fossil 

energy which has provided those services.  Even as slaves, given the above equation of labour 

to petrol, without oil our house builders would be unable to produce a house for the money 

received.  They would need a lot more time, or very many more house builders.  Indeed the 

only substitute for fossil energy that I can see would be cheaply captured and expendable 

slaves, who would die on the job to be replaced by others.  To work well, both slaves and 

beasts of burden must be both housed and fed.  Renewable energy systems all sit within a 

singular, finite earth and moreover all require the input of some energy in labour and 

resource from that same singular earth.  Fossil powered systems have been extra-ordinary and 

extra-earthly and have also powered the wild and extra-ordinary dreams of politicians and 

economists.  Their house-keeping has been an extra-planetary house-keeping whose cuisine is 

pie in the sky.  

Fossil energy has provided for us to live for a while beyond reason and also monetarily 

beyond a regulatory money standard.  The world economy has become the standard against 

which national currencies rise and fall and to which they contribute.  As we’ve seen it is an 



extra-planetary world massively powered by many millions of fossil summers.  Earthly senses 

have become unnecessary and the wildest of dreams have born a timeless end-of-history fruit: 

a world without consequence. 

Now as we step down to a singular earth we’ll find that history has returned bringing with it 

an inconvenience of physical and biological laws. 

As Richard Douthwaite says, the relationship between energy and money has broken down.  

We must re-introduce them and hope for an enduring partnership.  Can energy services from 

wind, hydro and so on become a form of money?  Could governments issue labour/energy 

bonds as a sort of citizen’s income, so that we buy and sell each other’s labours?  Systems 

could grow into an increasing complexity as we learn from them. 

This is a farmer’s view of economics, which borrows shamelessly from more proper 

economists, but it is a primary view and after all, it seems the economic consensus is off its 

trolley pursuing economic growth from fast-emptying holes in the ground.  A farmer can 

ponder new systems as well as anyone.  Indeed the economist’s training can train the eye to 

see a consensus exclusively beyond the hole.  However to avoid violent collapse and to 

achieve an ordered descent from such training, we’ll need some cunning old economic heads.  

(more cunning than mine) 

I don’t think we can avoid inflation and so we must both prepare for it and use it.  Spending 

into green new deals is spending into assets of transition, whereas spending into banks to 

increase unregulated lending and so careless spending into frivolous services, re-stimulates 

anachronistic services.  Inflation is a useful tool.  If it is controlled during transition, it may 

induce a simultaneous dawning of the truth of our situation.  As we correspondingly control 

our personal spending we may come to increase our personal resourcefulness.   

That kind of self-controlled austerity can bring unexpected riches.  The love we have for 

gardening at weekends may be increased by the pleasure it brings to put food on the table.  

Or perhaps those foregone foreign holidays could finance small turbines, or solar panels.  

Such self-possession brings pleasure.  Polish the car at weekends?  Polish the wind turbine! 

In The Lost Coefficient of Time, I referred to the historical finance of sail-trading companies: 

“In his book, Welsh Ships and Sailing Men, J. Geraint Jenkins tells me that In Eighteen Fifty 

Nine the brig Anne Catherine was built by Llangranog ship wrights on the beach at 

Llangranog.  She was one hundred and ninety three feet in length and of two hundred and 

eleven tons.  That’s large enough for any ocean voyage and of a capacity for all the produce 

the region could supply.  Such boats were built the length of Wales. 

To finance the Anne Catherine sixty four shares were issued (sixty four was the custom).  

Share holders included two master mariners, one shopkeeper, two blacksmiths, two 

innkeepers, one merchant, one tanner, one joiner, one spinster, two widows, two private 

individuals and seven farmers: all from the locality.  Such things may happen again.” 

The same share or bond system could be applied to community energy generation, factories, 

village shops, corner shops, libraries and pubs: all the methods of conviviality!  One massive 

benefit from the collapse of oil systems is that personal ingenuity can control its tools, rather 

than live in service to them.  A water mill is most efficient when used for direct power.  Such 

systems are easily repaired and constructed by the communities which use them and which 

know what they need.  A small turbine for electric lighting may be all such a community 

needs of electricity.  A simple “power take-off” could be easily arranged within the 



mechanism of a factory.  Oil-powered modernity’s tools had begun to rule our lives and an 

apparent austerity may liberate us to consider what we’d like to do and which tools might be 

suited to that end. 

In writing this, I’ve come to realise how much Ivan Ilich shaped my thinking, when it was 

most malleable – in my teenage years and twenties! (I was born in Nineteen Forty Nine)  See 

Tools for Conviviality, 1973, now published by Marion Boyars 

My farmer’s view is that economics cannot be a specialist subject but is entwined with all 

other activities.  Surely it is inextricably entwined with ethics, law and history?  An 

economist’s view must be a catholic one and his house must have many mansions.  In such a 

house, the housework is complex beyond definitive classification, because it shelters the 

human condition.   

Of course if we can re-connect money to energy (including manual labour), and communities 

come to command localised energy and agricultural systems, then a distant chancellor will 

have much less to concern him, since communities will be self-regulating to those extents.   

Meanwhile, the trading of comparative advantages between communities will be essential to 

balance unpredictable scarcity and surplus.  Differing climates, terrains, resources and skills will 

be of interest to all, because it will take trial and error to find enduring methods of 

settlement.  There will be error, but error is our principle resource for learning.  Instead of the 

fortressed localism envisioned by many, I believe and hope communities will have mutual 

and rewarding needs to trade.  We’ll have (I also hope) an essential need to coexist with 

differing cultures and languages.  In Britain we’ve suitable harbours for community-owned 

shipping about a mile apart on every stretch of coastline.  Sea trade with Europe will be easier 

than many journeys inland, while shore-hugging traders may contribute their wind energies to 

the new money-flow! 

The Banker of England carefully adjusts interest rates to stimulate, or discourage spending into 

just that two and a half percent or so growth of national spending.  What is spent, or why it 

is spent are not his concern, nor is he concerned that we have already spent far more than the 

earth we are standing on.  He is anxious that oil and so food prices remain cheap, so that we 

can continue to spend.  His collaborator, the Chancellor is afraid to tax too much in case that 

spending is discouraged.  Moreover as oil prices have risen and banks have approached 

collapse, instead of allowing inflation to reduce spending to its causal energy levels, he spends 

taxation into banks to magnify the difference between energy and spending!  He creates a 

greater dependence on the increasing machineries of oil, even though he must know in some 

hidden compartment of his understanding that oil power is about to fade.  His magic catalyst 

is technology transfer from the knowledge economy to create even more dependence on 

someone, or some-thing else’s (service providing) tools.  

Modernist technologies are powerful because they are oil technologies, but our poor civil 

servant, the Banker of England, believes there can be new technologies to replace oil.  There 

is no arguing with the wild delusion that an idea can replace a resource.  Technology cannot 

replace energy.  There is no energy to replace oil.  As energy reduces, so money reduces.  

Controlled inflation can be a tool - But only if the idea of inflation is embraced by citizens 

and responses to it become their own.  I mean that humanity can replace oil. 

Meanwhile our elected politician, the Chancellor reduces ethical taxes for ethical public 

services to create amoral spending into a delusive oil, or oil-replacement panacea. 



 

 

 


